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1. Research Objective

Site restoration activities at US DOE facilities and the permanent disposal of nuclear waste generated at DOE facilities require working with and within various types and levels of radiation fields. Once the nuclear waste is incorporated into a final form, radioactive decay will decrease the radiation field over geologic time scales, but the alpha-decay dose for these solids will still reach values as high as \(10^{18}\) alpha-decay events/gm in periods as short as 1,000 years. This dose is well within the range for which important chemical (e.g., increased leach rate) and physical (e.g., volume expansion) changes may occur in crystalline ceramics. Release and sorption of long-lived actinides can also provide a radiation exposure to backfill materials, and changes in important retardation properties (e.g., cation exchange capacity) may occur. The objective of this research program has been to evaluate the long-term radiation effects in materials used in processing high-level nuclear waste or materials in the near-field of a nuclear waste repository.

2. Research Progress and Implications

As of February, 2000, ninety percent of the originally proposed work has been completed. Since the project was delayed due to the move of both PI and co-PI from University of New Mexico to University of Michigan in 1997, a no-cost extension to 5/14/2000 has been requested by the PI and approved by DOE.

The long-term radiation effects in concerned materials have been evaluated with accelerated laboratory experiments utilizing energetic electrons and ions, which include \textit{in situ} transmission electron microscopy (TEM) during irradiation using the HVEM/IVEM-Tandem National Facility at Argonne National Laboratory as well as ion exchange studies. The materials studied included: zeolites, layered silicates (smectite clays and mica), as well as crystalline silicotitanate (CST). CST is an important ion exchange material proposed for use in the chemical separation process of high-level liquid radioactive wastes (HLW).

\textit{In situ} TEM has shown that all the studied materials (i.e., zeolites, mica, smectite clays and CST) are susceptible to irradiation-induced solid-state amorphization (i.e., the materials’ unique sheet or porous crystalline structure is completely destroyed by irradiation). Amorphization can either be induced by ionization processes (as occurs with \(\beta^-\) or \(\gamma^-\) irradiation) or by direct displacement damage processes (as by \(\alpha\)-recoils). The critical doses for complete amorphization of these phases are as low as <0.1 displacement per atoms (dpa) or 10\(^7\) Gy in ionization energy deposition (a dose equivalent to that expected in a zeolite with 10 wt.% loading of \(^{137}\)Cs in 400 years). Amorphization may be preceded or accompanied with dehydration, layer spacing reduction and gas bubble formation which may cause significant volume swelling. The critical radiation dose for amorphization or bubble formation in zeolites strongly depends on the size of channels available in the structure for gas release. In the case of zeolites, CST and some layer silicates, radiation effects are significantly enhanced at higher temperatures. Our experiments have shown that amorphization or even partial amorphization will cause a dramatic reduction (up to 95%) in ion exchange and sorption/desorption capacities for radionuclides, such as Cs and Sr. Because the near-field or chemical processing materials (e.g., zeolites or CST) will receive a substantial radiation dose after they have incorporated radionuclides, our results suggest that radiation effects may, in some cases, retard the release rate of sorbed or ion-exchanged radionuclides. The results of these studies have a direct bearing on repository assessment (e.g., the extend to which zeolites can retard the release of radionuclides) and on the technologies used to process high-level liquid wastes (e.g., separation of \(^{137}\)Cs from HLW using CST at the Savannah River Site).
3. Planned Activities

A systematic study on the changes in microstructure and ion exchange capacity of zeolite-NaY after proton beam irradiation is underway and will be completed by the extended ending date of the project. Also, analyses of recently acquired data from clays and CST will also be completed during the next three months. A final report of the project will be submitted within 90 days of the extended ending date of the project.

4. Information Access

(A) Web Site: http://relw.engin.umich.edu

(B) Publications Generated under the Project:


